By about 500 B.C. the
prehistoric Indians we now
call Hopewell had
developed
a distinctive
culture in the Middle
West. For perhaps 1,000 years these people flourished;
their cultural zenith being here in the Scioto Valley of
southern Ohio. But by about A.D. 500 the Hopewell
culture had faded. Hundreds of years later European
settlers found only deserted burial mounds and
ceremonial earthworks to hint at this vanished culture.

THE
HOPEWELL
PEOPLE

EFFIGY PIPE OF STONE
WITH INLAID SHELL

AN 0 UT _ The Hopewell are best
known for their high
ST ANDING artistic achievements and
PREHISTORIC
for. their practice of
erecting earth mounds
IN D IAN over the remains of their
C U LTU RE dead. From the extraordinary wealth of burial
oHerings found in the mounds, archeologists have learned
a great deal about these prehistoric people. They
were excellent artists and craftsmen and worked with a
great variety of material foreign to Ohio.
Copper from the Lake Superior region was used for
earspools, headdresses, breastplates,
ornaments,
ceremonial objects, and tools. Stone tobacco pipes were
beautifully carved to represent the bird and animal
life around them. From obsidian they made
delicately chipped ceremonial blades. Fresh-water
pearls from local streams, quartz and mica from the
Blue Ridge Mountains, ocean shells from the
Gulf of Mexico, grizzly bear teeth from the West-all
were used in making the beautiful and elaborate
oHerings buried with the dead. Pottery of excellent
workmanship was made; and even woven fabric of bark
and other wild vegetable fibers has been found,
preserved through contact with copper objects. Animal
bone was used extensively, and wood must have been
important in the manufacture of implements and utensils.
The Hopewell Indians apparently lived in small
villages near rivers and streams. Some of their villages
may have been some distance from their mounds;
sites such as Mound City served chiefly as ceremonial
centers. If is believed that they knew how to raise
corn and probably had simple gardens. Their diet was
augmented
by hunting animals and gathering wild fruits
and vegetables.
Though their culture was widespread,
and they made use of materials obtained by trade
and travel in distant parts of North America,
the evidence of their remains suggests that they
were a peaceful and more or less sedentary people.
Possibly this peaceful and sedentary existence was
one of the reasons for the disappearance
of their culture.
Perhaps they were harassed by more warlike tribes .
It is possible their cultural pattern changed in
emphasis, allowing them to abandon these religious
centers. But whether the end of this colorful way of life
was due to conquest, disintegration
from within, or a
combination of factors, the Hopewell culture flowered
for many years before passing from the scene.
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I. MOUND
This prehisforic

maferial

for

fhe earfhworks.

2. MICA GRAVE
In ibis mound was a square clay plotform covered wifh sheefs of mica on which were placed
fhe cremafed

remains of four individuals

accompanied

by

a copper headdress and a mica mirror.

3. CREMATORY
The individuals

in the Mica Grave

were burned on a platform

in ibis mound.

4. MOUND OF THE PIPES
Here, in 1846, E. G. Squier
and E. H. Davis found many stone pipes which they
described as follows: "The bowls of most of the pipes
are carved in mirriature figures of animals, birds,
reptiles, etc. All of them are executed with ...
exquisite skill." Casts of some of these pipes are
exhibited in the visitor center.
5. CREMATORY
This mound confained fhe crematory
for the Mound of fhe Pipes.
6. DEATH MASK MOUND
This was described by early
explorers as being 17112feef in height and 90 feet in
diameter. W. C. Mills and H. C. Shefrone here discovered
an unusual feature-a
sunken room containing a crematory
basin wifh 13 burials. Many years later, R. F. Baby,
of fhe Ohio Sfafe Museum, puf togefher the fragmenfs
of one of the skulls and found that they were the upper
part of a mask possibly worn by a shaman, or priesf,
fo personify Death. The mound may be ascended on the
east side by a modern sfairway.

These mounds confained

7. ELLIPTICAL MOUND and
8. CONICAL MOUND
crematory basins for fhe Death
Mask Mound.

9. MOUND OF THE POTTERY
From this mound came
fhe decorated vessel shown af fhe right. It exemplifies
the highly developed ceramic art of the Hopewell culture.
10. SCIOTO RIVER
The location of Mound City and
other earlier ceremonial earth structures of the Hopewell
culture on river banks was no accident. The Scioto and
other large rivers provided easy access to many villages
and were a dependable source of food in the form of fish
and clams. The Hopeton Site, now largely destroyed by
plowing, is across the river from Mound City. Later
Hopewell sites occur on hilltops and inaccessible
promonfories.
II. MOUND OF THE FOSSILS
M ills and Shefrone
uncovered a large crematory basin and six cremation
burials in this mound, which was partly demolished in the
construcfion of Camp Sherman. Among the burial
oHerings were fragments of mastodon or mammoth tusks.
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OF THE INTERIOR-the
Nation's principal natural resource agency-bears
a
special obligation to assure that our expendable resources
are conserved., that our renewable resources are managed
to produce optimum benefits, and that all resources
contribute to the progress and prosperity of the
United States, now and in the future.
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